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ABSTRACT 
 
The turbulent environment in which companies have to operate today demands flexibility - flexibility to adapt 
to frequent changes. One of the preconditions for this “changeability” is a team in which diverse people 
cooperate. The AEM-Cube® is a tool designed to build such teams. It intends to help people understand their 
roles and competencies, and to value the diversity found in teams and organizations. It is an attempt – on the 
basis of concepts derived from ethology, cybernetics and complexity theory - to build useful applications for 
management. 
 
It is well known that people attach to human beings (Bowlby). On the other hand, ethology has shown that 
animals may not only attach to other animals, but also to matter (Lorenz). We now propose to apply the 
concept of matter-attachment to humans as well. The first dimension of the AEM-Cube® represents a 
continuum ranging from ‘people-attached’ to ‘matter-attached’ people. Individuals may be 'scored' through 
the use of questionnaires, and represented on an attachment axis. Although scientifically still in development, 
in day-to-day management this concept seems to elucidate issues on motivating, managing and retaining, for 
example, technical professionals. 
The sense of security people derive from their attachment plays an important role in determining whether they 
will look for stability or exploration. Stability orientation may be likened to error-controlled feedback 
systems; exploration orientation is analogous to information-controlled feedforward systems (Pribram). 
Someone's position between these two extremes may be plotted on an exploration axis. 
The third concept, complexity competence or maturity, is derived from complexity theory. The capacity to 
deal with complexity may be represented on a maturity axis, by a cluster of items, related to leadership 
characteristics in complex environments. 
 
These three concepts are now combined into one model: the AEM-Cube®. The attachment and exploration 
axes form the Cube’s base, the maturity axis is placed vertically (see figure 1). This combination seems to be 
the added value of the AEM-Cube®. Although none of the three concepts are derived directly from 
psychology, combined they offer personality profiles which have proven valuable in our consultancy work 
with management teams. 
Teams are profiled by plotting the scores of the individuals making up the team, or the average of these 
scores, into one AEM-Cube®. Together, team averages and individual scores give insight into the diversity of 
the team. Once the team's diversity is known the team may be coached. This may involve coaching individual 
growth, with respect for one’s personality. Figure 1 is an example of a management team profile, plotted as a 
combination of individual profiles. 
 
The information to calculate profiles is obtained by both self-scoring and scoring by others (which seems to 
be of pivotal importance), using questionnaires containing 48 questions. The data is then normed against a 
database of about 2.000 profiles, and plotted in percentiles. Factor analysis supports the construct validity. 
The statistics involved and the need for further research in this field will be briefly discussed in the article and 
during the presentation. 
 
 

                                                           
1 Updated to the actual e-mail address in 2012 
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Figure 0: An example of an AEM-Cube® 

 
 
The AEM-Cube® is a model, not a theory. It is a tool designed for use in the management environment of 
profit and non-profit organizations. Over the past two years the AEM-Cube® has shown its value for use in 
developing successful teams. All case studies used to support the concept of the AEM-Cube® are drawn from 
our experience with it. Several of these will be discussed in the paper and during the presentation. 
 
Keywords: Management, Ethology, Ecology. 
 
 

The AEM-Cube® 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The turbulent environment in which companies have to operate today demands flexibility – flexibility to adapt 
to frequent changes. One of the preconditions for this changeability is a team in which diverse people 
cooperate. In this article we present a tool that has been designed to build such teams: the AEM-Cube®. It 
intends to help people understand their roles and competencies, and to value the diversity of people found in 
teams and organizations. 
The AEM-Cube® is a model, not a theory. It is a tool designed for use in the management environment of both 
profit and non-profit organizations. And, although much can be further developed, as such it has shown its 
value in developing successful teams. 
This tool, essentially a psychological method of profiling individuals, teams and organizations, is founded on 
three concepts, none of which are derived from traditional psychology. Instead, ecology2 has provided the 
building blocks in the shape of concepts from ethology, cybernetics and complexity theory. It is the attempt to 
combine concepts from these three sciences that seems to be the added value of the AEM-Cube®, and it is on 
this that we will focus in this paper. 
 
 

                                                           
2 Ecology consists of three major elements: chaos theory (modern nonlinear dynamics), self-organization 
theory, and the thermodynamics of evolution. (Sally J. Goerner) 
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2. THE CONCEPTS BEHIND THE AEM-CUBE® 
 
2.1 The ethological perspective: attachment and exploration 
 
During a conference earlier this year (1999) the CEO of Dutch Telecom remarked that both his company’s 
management and its employees must realize that change is here to stay. A consequence of this fact is that 
employees and management must feel trusted and safe. Only then will they be open to change and be 
participative and able to create their own future. A company in which a culture prevails that has been founded 
on anxiety will never be able to cope with that challenge. 
Another management issue is the need to keep employees, managers and, even more importantly, highly 
skilled technical professionals attached to the company, in order not to lose their knowledge and to maintain 
the company’s processes and value structure intact. 
Obviously, the management grammar underlying many of the decisions to be made and actions to be taken, 
can do with some extra support. We feel this support might be given by taking an ethological perspective on 
these matters. Thus, we have come to focus on attachment and exploration, and these are the first concepts 
which we will discuss here. 
 
The human attachment system is well known from the work of Bowlby, Ainsworth and others. Attachment is 
the strong emotional tie a child develops with a primary caretaker, from about six months after birth until the 
child is a few years old. This primary caretaker is usually the child’s parent but may even be someone from 
outside the family, as long as this person is consistently available during the period in which the child is 
sensitive to developing this attachment. The system works like a feedback-system, its setpoint determined by 
the proximity of the attachment figure (the primary caretaker). These first patterns of attachment are strikingly 
stable, and function as the blueprints for later social relationships. 
Human attachment has mostly been defined in terms of attachment to other human beings. But there seem to 
be other forms of attachment as well. It has been observed that technical professionals who are forced to stop 
a project to which they are totally dedicated may become depressed, showing all the signs of someone in 
mourning. And Couger and Zawacki have described how computer professionals may display a much weaker 
social need than their peers in other fields, despite an equally strong need for personal growth and challenge. 
Topping the list, animals have even been shown (by Lorenz) to be capable of attaching to inanimate objects. 
Triggered by such observations, we developed the idea of matter-attachment, this being attachment to 
inanimate things and concepts as opposed to attachment to human beings. It is different from people-
attachment but it seems to be quite a healthy pattern. In the context of a training for Dutch Telecom managers 
working with technical professionals we thought the managerial consequences of this concept through, 
together with those in training. Those discussions confirmed our ideas that the concept of matter-attachment 
would be a valuable addition to the management grammar. In general, we found that business managers 
recognize it readily; their best technical professionals often seem to be more strongly attached to matter than 
to people. 
  
On the basis of this experience we now propose to apply the concept of matter-attachment to human beings. 
Although scientifically  still in a developmental  stage, it seems to be a valuable contribution to many 
management issues. It may help to prevent losing good professionals to bad managers and  wasting energy 
and money on communication training for people who will never have a high social need anyway. 
 
2.2 A cybernetical perspective: stability versus exploration 
 
In a world in which thinking about strategy is becoming a continuous process to which many of the rules of 
chaos theory apply, it is increasingly important for individuals and teams to pick up information from their 
environment and to use it to create their own future. Doing so takes quite an exploratory nature, a state of 
mind in which one interprets new opportunities without prejudice and without fear that they might ruin the 
present agreeable arrangements. We feel that a thorough understanding of the human exploratory instinct 
would thus offer managers important clues on how to handle the challenge of leading organizations in 
continuously changing environments. 
 
The sense of security which people derive from their attachment plays an important role in determining 
whether they will rather look for stability or explore the unknown. From a cybernetical point of view stability-
orientation functions like a feedback system (Bowlby): it is error-controlled. The behaviour resulting from it 
may be as complicated as any human behaviour, and may even look highly exploratory, but its bottom line is 
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always a quest for stability. Exploration-oriented people, on the other hand, seem to be strongly attracted to 
new things, even if they do not have a purpose for them (Lorenz). This orientation functions analogously to an 
information-controlled feedforward system. Pribram has explained the interdependence of feedback systems 
and error control and of feedforward systems and information control. 
The influence of the environment is superimposed in this pattern: unsafe or overly complex situations induce a 
shift towards safety and control-oriented behaviour, while a safe and clear situation will entice people to 
explore. And so, from a strategic point of view, triggering the employees’ exploratory instincts may help them 
to find the way in a turbulent environment and to create their own future. From the point of view of 
information and knowledge management, understanding the exploratory system may give clues on how to 
prevent destruction and information loss. 
 
2.3 A complexity perspective; maturity 
 
Leadership is increasingly recognized as being the essential aspect of managing organizations who experience 
permanent changes. What is needed here is not the authoritarian leadership we know from the first three 
quarters of this century. Instead it requires an open, ethical and participative style. Modern leaders must 
understand the entire complex of interdependencies and interconnections, the complex and often hidden 
causal patterns, and the ongoing change itself. There is a trend to study leaders like Ghandi, who are 
outstanding examples of self-organization and chaos management, and who, on the basis of clear core values, 
lead towards the realization of their equally clear visions. Such leadership requires a capacity for dealing with 
complexity, and this complexity competence is the concept we will now focus on. 
 
Attachment and exploration instincts are personality aspects which may be understood as blueprints for 
development. But on the basis of these (and possibly other) blueprints people develop in different ways and to 
different degrees, influenced by experiences and critical incidents that become defining moments, for better or 
for worse. Thus, everyone’s personal S-curves are different. It seems natural to suppose that the degree to 
which one is able to assimilate one’s experiences will influence the degree to which one generates the internal 
variety required to cope with the complexity of one’s environment. The level of complexity competence 
reached is a quality which we have termed maturity. This is the third  underlying concept for the AEM-Cube®. 
 
 

3. THE AEM-CUBE® 
 
In order to be able to apply the three concepts attachment, exploration and maturity in management 
environments, a model was developed in which individual and team behaviour might be visualized. For this 
purpose a questionnaire was developed, containing simple questions enabling us to discriminate between 
people-attachment and matter-attachment, stability-orientation and exploration-orientation, and lower and 
higher maturity. 
 
Using this questionnaire, individual attachment behaviour may be scored on a continuum ranging from 
people-attachment to matter-attachment. Then the score may be plotted on a so-called ‘attachment axis’. It is 
important to stress that this is in no way a  judgment of the value of those questioned as persons or employees. 
But insight in this matter does seem to help managers and professionals to elucidate issues such as motivating 
and managing professionals. 
The orientation of people to stability or exploration may be visualized in a similar way. An individual’s score 
is then plotted on an ‘exploration axis’. Again, it is important to realize that the difference is not one of good 
or bad. On the contrary, understanding it may help us appreciate one another’s roles and allow us to build 
better teams. 
Maturity too seems to be a continuum, and thus may be represented by plotting an individual’s score along a 
third axis. In principle, on this ‘maturity axis’ people only move up. But it must be understood that, although 
many people grow as they gain experience, maturity is not a direct function of age. Rather, it depends on how 
much of his experience a person has been able to translate into a capability to handle more complex situations. 
 
We now propose to look at all three personality aspects at once. This seems to be the added value of the 
AEM-Cube®. By first combining the attachment and exploration axes into a plane, the scores plotted take the 
form of two-dimensional profiles. Experience in using these profiles in day-to-day management indicates that 
they can help us understand why individuals choose the roles they do, why a person’s capabilities are what 
they are. The third axis, the maturity axis, would then represent how far they have grown in their chosen 
fields. By adding it to the plane, we appear to have created a workable, easy to understand model of the 
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personality of the individual assessed. It shows what people are suited for, and what level of complexity they 
are able to handle in this field. An example is given in figure 2. It represents an AEM-Cube® containing two 
profiles of one person: one profile obtained by self-scoring and one obtained by a feedback-scoring by others. 
 

© Robertson Consulting 1
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Figure 1: An example of an AEM-Cube® 

Now, if several individual team member profiles were plotted in one AEM-Cube®, would the way in which 
these profiles are spread over the Cube tell us anything about the composition of the team and the roles of its 
members in it? Our experience with the AEM-Cube® has made us increasingly confident that it does indeed. 
The diversity of a team’s members, or the lack of it, is an aspect of its composition which seems to be very 
well represented in the spread of the profiles. We even feel that the AEM-Cube® allows us to indicate what 
kind of persons might join the team to add to its strength. 
Thus, while the successful management team of a sales organization may be on average exploration-oriented, 
medium-mature and halfway between people-attached and matter-attached, the individuals making up the 
team may none of them fit this average profile (figure 3). The general manager and the financial director score 
equally high and far above average on the maturity scale, but are on opposite ends of the Cube’s plane. Only 
because they realize that this difference is what makes them strong as a team, can their cooperation be a 
success. Others in the team may not need to have this level of maturity, but should score high on both matter-
attachment and exploration-orientation, for example. 
 

 
Figure 2: The profile of an effective management team 
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The AEM-Cube® may teach us even more. At different stages during a company’s growth, the people playing 
a central role are found in different areas of the Cube. For example, while people-attached, highly mature 
managers are always necessary, in a turbulent phase the lead is taken by those who are also explorative. On 
the ascending part of the S-curve the stability-oriented people are perhaps more influential. 
 
The AEM-Cube® offers insight in the make-up of teams, on every level in an organization. But it is not to be 
used for a report containing an analysis. It is a tool for choosing the right kind of people for certain tasks and 
circumstances. It is also a tool for developing the team according to these tasks and circumstances, by 
working with the qualities that people already have. These qualities are developed, rather than trying to create 
different people. With the AEM-Cube®, the diversity of teams can be guarded and reinforced. And yet the 
AEM-Cube® is very simple to understand and to work with. 
The AEM-Cube® is a valuable tool because it allows team managers to make maximum use of the diversity in 
a team. People’s qualities are developed instead of changed around to characteristics which do not suit them. 
Thus everyone’s specific strengths can be used to contribute to the team’s synergy, while at the same time 
giving the team members a chance to develop themselves. 
 
 

4. THE STATISTICAL RELIABILITY OF THE AEM-CUBE® 
 
The information needed to use the AEM-Cube® can be collected in different ways: in-depth interviews, script 
analysis, psychotherapeutical intake interviews, adult-attachment interviews, lists of career development 
questions and many others. But because we needed something to start with, and out of some kind of obsessive 
curiosity, we developed a short questionnaire, putting up with the hassle and burden of a great amount of 
statistics.  
The statistics used to calculate the AEM-Cube® profiles have not yet completely been worked out. But the 
questionnaire as it is now seems to work well in the day-to-day practice of management consultancy, and the 
calculations satisfy the basic criteria of statistics. The AEM-Cube® has up until now passed all our clients’ 
supplier audits. Since this paper is not intended to deliver a full statistical account of the AEM-Cube® 
questionnaire, the following paragraphs contain only a basic summary of our methods and results. 
 
The reliability presented here was calculated on the basis of data representing approximately 1700 
respondents, profiled as part of many different consulting assignments.  
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AEM-Cube® Stats: Reliability Analysis, Maturity cluster

• Item-total Statistics
•                           Scale              Scale               Corrected
•                           Mean             Variance          Item-  Alpha
•                           if Item            if Item             Total  if Item
•                           Deleted          Deleted           Correlation      Deleted

• VAR00001      79,2030          209,9198           ,4576             ,9262
• VAR00002      79,1786          204,4378           ,6815             ,9224
• VAR00003      79,1012          207,9595           ,5634             ,9243
• VAR00004      79,1571          205,6517           ,5834             ,9240
• VAR00005      79,3054          207,7198           ,5480             ,9246
• VAR00006      79,2699          205,6430           ,6616             ,9228
• VAR00007      79,4084          205,4816           ,6067             ,9236
• VAR00008      79,0349          208,6402           ,5777             ,9241
• VAR00009      79,0716          207,5368           ,4880             ,9259
• VAR00010      79,4602          202,8656           ,6687             ,9225
• VAR00011      79,5486          210,7926           ,4563             ,9261
• VAR00012      79,0902          211,6723           ,4763             ,9257

• remaining data on next sheet
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•    VAR00013      79,2065          209,3526           ,5223           ,9250
•    VAR00014      79,0145          206,9654           ,6055           ,9237
•    VAR00015      79,0686          206,1513           ,5918           ,9239
•    VAR00016      79,0669          206,9833           ,5946           ,9238
•    VAR00017      78,7022          209,6586           ,5845           ,9241
•    VAR00018      79,1338          206,6061           ,6176           ,9235
•    VAR00019      79,4090          207,9531           ,5171           ,9252
•    VAR00020      79,8447          209,0463           ,5054           ,9253
•    VAR00021      79,6161          205,3950           ,5941           ,9238
•    VAR00022      79,4823          209,0321           ,4848           ,9257
•    VAR00023      79,1361          208,8557           ,6227           ,9236
•    VAR00024      79,1047          206,4721           ,6398           ,9231

•   Reliability Coefficients

•   N of Cases =   1719,0                    N of Items = 24

•   Alpha =    ,9272

AEM-Cube® Stats: Reliability Analysis, Maturity cluster

•    Item-total Statistics
•                             Scale Scale                 Corrected
•                             Mean            Variance           Item-             Alpha
•                            if Item            if Item              Total              if Item
•                            Deleted          Deleted             Correlation    Deleted
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AEM-Cube® Stats: Reliability Analysis, Attachment cluster
•  Item-total Statistics

•                            Scale              Scale                  Corrected

•                            Mean             Variance   Item-       Alpha

•                            if Item            if Item   Total       if Item

•                           Deleted           Deleted   Correlation       Deleted

• VAR00025       33,5148           79,5479     ,7712              ,9214

• VAR00026       33,4084           81,3302      ,7546              ,9223

• VAR00027       33,6527           81,4222        ,6926              ,9246

• VAR00029       33,6457           81,3616       ,7549              ,9223

• VAR00030       33,8470           78,9632       ,8151              ,9196

• VAR00031       33,8517           81,0822       ,7123              ,9238

• VAR00032       33,4328           86,9383       ,5047              ,9311

• VAR00033       33,9378           80,9967       ,7725              ,9216

• VAR00034       34,1309           80,1779        ,7003              ,9244

• VAR00035       34,6510           82,5358         ,6471              ,9264

• VAR00036       33,6539           82,3987       ,6777              ,9252

• Reliability Coefficients

• N of Cases =   1719,0                    N of Items = 12

• Alpha =    ,9303
© Robertson Consulting 6

•  Item-total Statistics

•                          Scale            Scale            Corrected

•                          Mean           Variance       Item-              Alpha

•                          if Item          if Item          Total              if Item

•                          Deleted        Deleted         Correlation    Deleted

• VAR00037      19,9610        79,4554        ,7431           ,9273

• VAR00038      20,1710        79,7949        ,7659           ,9264

• VAR00039      19,9122        81,0697        ,7311           ,9278

• VAR00040      20,1222        80,6789        ,7646           ,9266

• VAR00041      19,8493        78,5914        ,7808           ,9257

• VAR00042      20,0093        80,0255        ,7559           ,9268

• VAR00043      19,8226        79,7642        ,7554           ,9268

• VAR00044      20,3653        80,8897        ,7868           ,9259

• VAR00045      20,2437        79,3952        ,7687           ,9262

• VAR00046      19,0873        84,7270        ,4493           ,9391

• VAR00047      19,9616        81,7738        ,7238           ,9281

• VAR00048      20,2740        85,8545        ,5207           ,9349

• Reliability Coefficients

• N of Cases =   1719,0                    N of Items = 12

• Alpha =    ,9341

AEM-Cube® Stats: Reliability Analysis, Exploration cluster

 
Fig 3, 4, 5, 6: The statistical reliability of the AEM-Cube® 

 
The data collected in figures 3-6 indicates that with respect to reliability all three axes show an acceptable 
degree of internal consistency. We conclude from the results of the factor analysis that the factor structure, as 
well as the factor loadings, are consistent with the underlying concepts. There is, however, some dual loading. 
This either indicates weaknessess with respect to the model’s discriminant validity, or suggests that the 
maturity axis may consist of several subfactors. 
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AEM-Cube statistics 1998
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Figures 7, 8: Factor plots in rotated space  

 
 
Continued research is needed to establish the statistical reliability of the AEM-Cube® more firmly, in order to 
enable us to use this tool with even more confidence. Further work is planned, with a focus on clarifying the 
model’s interrater and test-retest reliability, and its construct and criterion-related validity. But we already 
have preliminary results for all these aspects that support the practical use of the AEM-Cube® as a tool in 
management consulting. 
 
 

5. WORKING WITH THE AEM-CUBE® 
 
The AEM-Cube® is not intended for use as a psychological test; it should be applied as a developmental 
instrument. We hope to have created a consulting instrument founded on a systems approach. It is well known 
that taking measurements disturbs a situation - reporting our results always constitutes another intervention. 
We therefore never deliver AEM-Cube® results without an intervention in the context. 
 
To profile an individual, about six questionnaires must be filled out: one by the person involved and five by 
others selected by this person. These five others are frequently peers in the job, and they must be able to give 
their feedback under conditions which guarantee complete confidentiality. All profiles thus consist of a self-
image and of one or more feedback-images. 
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Making team profiles in essence involves nothing more than plotting several individual profiles into one 
AEM-Cube®. The spread of the result is an indication of the team’s diversity, or the lack of it. It is also 
possible to plot the average of the team members’ individual profiles. The result indicates the overall 
orientation of a team towards exploration or stability, as well as the overall tendency to people-attachment or 
matter-attachment and the average level of maturity. 
 
The role of the AEM-Cube® is that of a tool enabling a company’s management to get a clear view of the 
people in a team. The AEM-Cube® allows the management to develop the team by profiting from each 
member’s strengths and avoiding each member’s weaknesses. Often, it is the start of a team building effort. 
 
 

6. CASE STUDIES: USING THE AEM-CUBE® AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPING 
TEAMS 

 
In this section some (depersonalized) examples of profiles made recently are presented. The purpose of these 
small case studies, is to show how the AEM-Cube® is used by clients. They are the only ones who decide 
upon the usefulness of the tool. 
 
In this paragraph three teams are described as examples of how the AEM-Cube® may be used to build 
successful teams. These examples were taken from companies in different stages of their development: the 
stages of vision stability, operational stability and structure stability. 
 
In order to explain why we choose these three cases, and to explain one of the ways we explain it to clients, 
we like to present a short introduction relating the AEM-Cube® with S-curves. This kind of explanation is a 
small tool in itself to present to clients who want to deal fast and effective with the results. 
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AEM-Cube® analysis and organizational growth
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Figure 9: The AEM-Cube® and stages in 

 organizational development 
 
Generally, we work with two kind of profiles in order to assess teams and organizations. The first is just the 
profile showing all individual results. The second is an average of the whole team. This is already explained 
above. An average of team or organizational results looks like one of the three red dots in the small AEM-
Cube® picture in the figure above. Some averages will be more in the left of the AEM-Cube®, and other more 
in the right or the middle. This seems, in the daily management and consulting practice, roughly to correlate 
with stages in the S-curve that one can correlate with the growth phase the team or organization is in. 
 
We use, to explain this to our clients, with a hierarchy in management terms, a so called “feedforward 
hierarchy”, with on top themes like values, vision etc. and on the bottom actions and procedures. On the top 
things are less tangible, though more future oriented, on the bottom things are very tangible, but mostly 
focussed on the here and now. 
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We explain our clients the S-curve, where there is in the beginning a high need for vision and mission, while 
later on the need for structure increases (van den Erve). So we use the “feedforward hierarchy” in a model 
where going down in the “feedforward hierarchy” means going upward on an S-curve. So in a pendulum, one 
swings from vision stability quite naturally towards structure stability and some leader of an organization 
needs to swing the pendulum back to vision stability to start the cycle again. If one places more or less this 
pendulum on top of the AEM-Cube® one can more or less relate the average of a team or organization (if one 
can gather enough data) to the phase of the S-curve teams are in. 
 
Summarized: in the model we should be able to discriminate between some major characteristic team profiles.  
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A B C

Early assessment of change readiness

• A: No transformational readiness, “imploding teams”
– - too much procedural  control, non-explorative, not rocking the boat

• B: High transformational readiness
– - high diversity, balance between initiating forces and controlling forces

• C: No transformational readiness, “exploding teams”
– - too visionary, too explorative, not finishing business, lack of control

 
Figure 10: Team composition and transformational readiness 

 
Of course, there are many, many other team profiles, but generally it helps to sort them out following patterns 
as the one, discussed here. 
 
The following three cases are intentionally made very short. They are just meant to give an impression of the 
insights to be gained by the AEM-Cube®. They are not intended to describe a situation completely. 
 
Case 1: Vision stability 
 
An example of a company with firmly established vision stability is the small consulting firm of this first case. 
All consultants were very competent, intelligent people, who knew exactly what they wanted and were 
capable of generating highly innovative solutions. Business was beginning to boom. But there seemed to be a 
lack of finishing things to create maximum profitability. New ideas quite often seemed to overrule 
implementation of earlier ones. 
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Figure 11: AEM-Cube® of a consulting firm’s management team 
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When this team was analyzed using the AEM-Cube®, the team profile came out as shown in figure 11: an 
average in the far right of the AEM-Cube®, all the way in the rear, and with very little diversity. The entire 
staff consisted of strongly people-attached, explorative individuals, without anyone to keep them safely 
anchored to the obligation to control and finish things. What this team needed was a strong stability-oriented, 
even matter-attached input to balance the consultants. In this case, the solution was therefore relatively simple. 
Two project managers were added to the team. From then on, they made sure the work was carried out on 
time, as planned. 
Naturally, this change took some preparing. The new team members being so different from the original 
consultant members, there were bound to be future differences of opinion. But from the AEM-Cube® analysis 
all consultants understood the need for an input very different from their own. The respective roles of 
consultants and project managers were appreciated. The differences introduced were not seen as a threat, but 
rather as a valuable increase in the team’s diversity. 
 
Case 2: Operational stability 
 
The second case is taken from a very different company: an old, well-established multinational making an 
excellent profit, the market leader in its field. Its products were valued for their quality, its processes ran 
smoothly and its client relations had in many cases been established for decades. And the company was still 
growing too, acquiring several subsidiaries each year. Superficially, there seemed to be no need for any 
change at all. However, market analyses had shown the company’s competitors innovating at a much higher 
pace. They had more new products in their portfolios, and were especially ahead in the field of information 
and telecommunication. Their totally new communication patterns, unrelated to the old client relationships, 
would allow them to attach to the inner structure of their clients. In contrast with these competitors, our 
company hardly innovated at all. Management talked about innovation, but in the end every innovative project 
was discontinued because it was considered too risky. Eventually, the competition was sure to catch up. 
Analyzing this company’s management team with the AEM-Cube® resulted in the profile of figure 12. 
Nobody in the team was perceived by the other team members as being explorative; the explorative side of the 
Cube, above the 80th percentile, seemed to be completely empty. 
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Figure 12: AEM-Cube® of the management team 

 of an agricultural company 
 
The result of these changes was that innovation was finally really given priority. From a focus on making 
money, the management shifted to spending money, on the acquisition of some highly innovative smaller 
companies. There were many ways to incorporate the new acquisitions’ activities into those of the company as 
a whole. The choice fell on keeping them outside the mainstream of the holding’s activities, to enable them to 
continue their innovative approach, ultimately to inspire the company as a whole. 
 
Case 3: Structure stability 
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Reorganizing the worldwide financial management of a government institution is the subject of our third case. 
A budget of several billion dollars had to be reallocated, from the central control to decentral international 
control. This change was to be effected by the management committee of the central department itself, which 
consisted almost entirely of highly competent financial experts. The planned change started focussed on 
procedures, but never on real implementation with attention for resistance, people needs, communication 
about the change etc. They neglected the human dynamics of the change. 
 
When this team was analyzed (fig 13), it was found to contain only one member who was not stability-
oriented: the team leader. But he was, like the others, quite a professional, very explorative, but also quite 
impatient. He was trying to start with many initiatives, but did not show the patience for getting commitment 
and acceptance from the others. There seemed to be a lack of members that could connect the team together. 
Carefully, in a process that took a couple of months, several team members were replaced and a more 
balanced team was created, before the change process was continued. 
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Figure 13: AEM-Cube® of a financial management team 

 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We are in the process of developing a new management tool: the AEM-Cube®. Combining several ecological 
concepts, it offers insights that our clients perceive as useful, into individual roles, management styles and 
team and organizational diversity. We use it as an instrument and apply it as a way of thinking. The AEM-
Cube® helps us to define the most effective roles for individuals and to build teams from diverse people in 
order to achieve synergy. We find it is effective in building inner trust as well as an exploratory culture in 
organizations, who thus become capable of coping with their turbulent and ever changing environment. 
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8. FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The AEM-Cube® is appealing, it shows substantial empirical relevance and has a scientifically sound basis. 
Nevertheless, to some extent it is founded on what still must be considered intuitive steps in the direction of 
new management ideas. The statistics need further work, in order to make more correlation between 
individual roles, diversity and, for example team or organizational effectiveness. 
We very much suggest attachment, and especially the concept of matter-attachment, to become an important 
focus for research, since it is relevant to understanding the diversity in teams and it’s focus on specific 
competencies, likely to be related to matter-attachment. If evidence for this concept increases, high-tech 
companies may benefit greatly, as may government institutions and other organizations in which many 
professionals work. It may even give them a competitive edge by drastically improving their human resources 
management, especially with respect to motivating and retaining, for example, technical professionals. 
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